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Dhoad Gypsies of Rajasthan
Roots Travellers

450014 >> 794881959426 >> CD/DVD

Having performed over 600 hundred concerts in 40 countries world-
wide over the last six years, the Dhoad Gypsies are the undisputed 
Cultural Ambassadors of Rajasthan. Four brothers, from an esteemed 
tribal caste, are at the centre of the group. Their heritage reaches back 
seven generations through a rich and celebrated musical legacy. 
Dhoad is a collective of consummate musicians and vocalists, both 
young and old, wise and spirited.

The Dhoad Gypsies’ music is enjoyed the world over for its emotive 
and rousing style and its unparalleled rhythmic complexity and speed. 
Evoking a trance-like state for audience and performer alike, Dhoad 
embarks on a rapturous journey on stage, with love, peace and hon-
our at the centre of their lyrical message. Passionate and haunting 
music - with sweeping scales and vocals held with breathtaking stam-
ina, together with the added spectacle of a traditional Rajasthani 
dancer and stunts by the group’s resident fakir - makes Dhoad a truly 
unforgettable experience. Fronted by Artistic Director Rahis Bharti 
and tabla maestro, Amrat Hussain, Dhoad performs a diverse reper-
toire of traditional Rajasthani folk music and semi-classical North 
Indian compositions on tabla, harmonium, dholak and castanets.

The new album “Roots Travellers” manages not only to capture the 
effervescent live spirit of the group, but across the ten tracks Dhoad 
bring centuries of tradition into the present. These ancestral trouba-
dours of the Thar desert are now global troubadours of the twenty-
first century.

1. Banno  3.48
2. Rajasthani Reggae  5.56
3. Sanjay Khan  6.41
4. Experience of Colours  4.39
5. Shiv Ji  3.30
6. Maniara  5.1
7. Dhabi  6.26
8. Dhoad Pyaro  5.32
9. Shiam Solono  4.26
10. Horse Chale Rhythm  1.46

BONUS DVD
“A short film by the Dhoad Gyspies of Rajasthan
(30 mins)

Rahis Bharti - Artistic Director,  tabla
Amrat Bharti - tabla
Amrit Hussain - voice , tabla
Gulam Ali - harmonium, voice
Mohammed Bundu - voice
Sikander Langa - voice
Sanjay Khan - voice, castanets
Ameer Khan - dholak
Arif Khan - castanets, bells, double flutes, bha-
pang, jew’s harp

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES
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Kouyate / Neerman
Kangaba

NOF12 >> 600753085301 >> CD digipack

A marriage between cousins - the African balafon 
and the western vibraphone. 

David Neerman plays electric and acoustic vibes alongside 
Lansine Kouyate, a master of the Malian balafon who has 
played with Salif Keita, Baaba Maal, Mory Kante, Omar Sosa, 
Dee Dee Bridgewater and many more. Their instruments ring 
together collectively, so close and yet so far apart in tessitura, 
sound, matter, playing technique, history and imagination. 
Over long hours of improvisation the two musicians would 
exchange their wisdom, progressively laying down the bases for 
a mutant universe of sound whose process was totally organic 
and laid on the foundations of Mandinka music, yet which 
made a radical break with all the clichés of the music called 
“fusion” or “world”. 
Accompanying them on this recording are bassist Ira Coleman 
and drummer Laurent Robin, and Malian singer Mamani Keita 
on the magnificent title “Touma”. With this album, their first, 
Kouyate & Neerman unveil new territory that is both authentic 
and innovative, a work of poetic power that is absolutely stun-
ning.

UK PRESS BY RIOT SQUAD PUBLICITY

01. HERE 2’50
02. DJANFA MAGNI 3’54
03. NIOKOMÉ 5’31
04. BOLOBA 3’40
05. TIZIRI 2’38
06. BAMANAN DON 5’03
07. LE DESTIN II 3’38
08. TOUMA 4’06 (feat. Mamani Keita & Moriba 
Koita)
09. MOMO 2’57
10. KANGA DUB 3’32

Lansine Kouyate - balafon
David Neerman - electric & acoustic vibes
Ira Coleman - bass
Laurent Robin - drums

Guests :
Mamani Keita - lead vocals on “Touma”
Moriba Koita - n’goni on “Touma”
Cheick Tidiane Seck - odunumba on “Sara”

Executive producer : Laurent Bizot assisted by 
Thibaut Mullings
Co-produced by Kouyate-Neerman and Ian Caple
Recorded at Studio CALM Paris (Jan 2008)  

“Sara” contains a radio recording from ORTM 
Archives dates January 21st 1969 featuring the 
voice of Siramori Diabate, Lansine’s mother,
accompanied on balafon by Nankoman Kouyate,
Lansine’s father.

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
18th October 
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CHERIF M’BAW
Sing For Me
World Village  479050   794881972227 
CD digipack   World/Senegal
Sweet-toned singer Cherif M’Baw has constructed a new sound unlike any to have 
previously emerged from Senegal. Cherif’s work is at the crossroads of two musical 
experiences and two cultures - vocal techniques and rhythms from traditional Wolof 
singing allied to a European pop sensibility. His use of pedal steel guitar and Fender 
Rhodes and Hammond B3 keyboards lends his music a wistful edge, with clear influ-
ence from Tracy Chapman, whom he has supported on tour. The outcome is pure 
Senegalese pop-rock.

ANTÓNIO ZAMBUJO
Guia
World Village  479049   794881964826 
CD digipack   World/Portugal 
Born in the southern Portuguese town of Beja in 1975, António Zambujo matured 
into a major voice in a new generation of fado singers. After early clarinet studies, 
he began singing following success in a regional fado contest at 16. Zambujo turned 
professional once the renowned composer Mario Pacheco invited him to sing in 
Lisbon’s Clube de Fado. But what propelled him into the national limelight, was his 
role as Francisco da Cruz in the musical “Amalia”, based on the life of Amalia 
Rodrigues. Guia is Zambujo’s fourth album, following 2007’s Outro Sentido which 
was a Songlines Top of the World album. His music merges “cante Alentejano” (a 
unique traditional male chant from the Alentejano region) and fado, a daring fusion 
the singer has pulled off with aplomb.

MARTIRIO
25 Años - En Directo
Le Chant du Monde 2741859   794881957323 
CD digipack   World/Spain
The Spanish singer celebrates 25 years of her career with this live recording made 
over three nights in Barcelona in October 2008. Nominally a flamenco singer, 
Martirio has proved herself to be far more than that, seamlessly blending flamenco 
woth tango, guaracha, bolero, son, tumbao and, particularly, jazz. She is accompa-
nied by her son Raul Rodriguez on guitar and Jesus Lavilla on piano on this intimate 
personal selection of songs from her repertoire.
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LAYALI DE TUNIS
Tunisia-Winds of the Desert
Playasound Airmail SA141205   3700089412059 
CD     World/Tunisia
Tunisian music is influenced mainly by the Arab-Andalusian, Arab and Western cul-
tures. Its most famous type of classical music is maluf, which was brought from 
Andalusia in the fifteenth century and is played by small orchestras. Maluf is based on 
qasida, a type of classical Arabic poetry, and its most important structural element is 
the suite, known as nawba. Folk music also flourishes in Tunisia, played on Arab 
instruments such as the darbuka (goblet drum) and the ud (lute), or more specifically 
Tunisian ones like the mezoued (bagpipes).
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KELOMPOK SUNDA
Java-Burubudur Nights
Playasound Airmail SA141204   3700089412042 
CD     World/Indonesia
Kacapi suling (box zither / flute) music is one of the main styles of music found in the 
Sunda areas of western Java. As we hear on this recording, it exudes bewitching 
charm...
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KAREYCE FOTSO
Kwegne
Contre Jour   CJ025   5413820000252 
CD digipack   World/Cameroon
Aspiring young Cameroonian singer Kareyce Fotso honed her performance skills tour-
ing with the group Korongo Jam, and has now launched a promising solo career. It was 
on advice from musician and set designer François Kolelaere, along with encourage-
ment from her celebrated compatriot, Richard Bona and positive reactions to her solo 
concerts, that convinced Kareyce to make an album.
This rising new star of Afro-folk wrote and sings all the songs on Kwegne, her debut 
international release (her first album Mulato was only available in Cameroon), and also 
plays guitar and percussion. Kareyce is comparable in style to her compatriot (and a 
formative influence) Anne-Marie Nzie. Her music is intimate, sparse and charming; her 
powerful voice full of warmth and character. Another unique jewel of African music 
brought to the wider world by Contre Jour.
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“Follow the white Rabbit” is Yaron’s invitation to his first 
album on ACT, a reference to the mischievous character 
from Lewis Carroll’s story, who leads Alice on an amaz-
ing journey down the rabbit hole into Wonderland. Yaron’s 
Wonderland is all about music and piano. Without conced-
ing to any particular facility, he knows how to abolish the 
conventions of musical genres, blurring the tracks and the 
boundaries of jazz improvisation, pop and classical coun-
terpoint, all with an impish glee. Yaron’s wonderland is an 
uninhibited novelty world, full of freshness, which seems to 
flow with an inexhaustible energy.
Accompanied by the groovy Chris Tordini on bass and the 
swinging Tommy Crane on drums, the chemistry of this 
cosmopolitan trio is apparent from the very first notes, just 
as when they first met during a tour in Canada earlier in 
2010. The “white Rabbit” has a bright future ahead of him, 
and with this album Yaron Herman confirms more than 
ever all the hopes and promises that were born of his previ-
ous records.

Yaron Herman Trio 
Follow the White Rabbit

ACT9499-2 >> 614427949929 >> CD digipack

1. Follow The White Rabbit  3:21
2. Saturn Returns  7:43
3. Trylon  5:09
4. Heart Shaped Box  4:38
5. Ein Gedi  6:01
6. The Mountain In G Minor  6:20
7. Cadenza  3:15
8. Airlines  5:24
9. Aladins Psychedelic Lamp  2:39
10. Baby Mine  4:27
11. White Rabbit Robot  1:27
12. Clusterphobic  5:48
13. Wonderland  0:52
14. No Surprises  2:56

Yaron Herman / piano (Steinway D, Hamburg)
Chris Tordini / double bass
Tommy Crane / drums

Music by Yaron Herman unless otherwise noted
Produced by Yaron Herman & Christophe Deghelt
Recorded at FWL Studio, Leipzig, Germany, June 
10th to 12th, 2010, Sound Engineer: Åke Linton 
Mixed and Mastered at Recall Studio, Pompignan, 
France, August 2nd to 6th, 2010, Sound Engineer: 
Philippe Gaillot

Yaron Herman Trio
Purcell Room, South Bank
Monday 15th November 
as part of the London Jazz Festival
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Neon Quartet is a new group featuring one of the UK’s finest and most respected saxophonists and composers Stan 
Sulzmann in the company of three of the most in demand and versatile young musicians on the British scene. 
Completing the quartet are BBC rising star and Mercury Music Prize Nominee Kit Downes on piano and two mem-
bers of London’s Loop collective Jim Hart on vibes and drummer Tim Giles. The group is a true collaboration with 
music written by all four musicians. It is chamber music for the 21st century. Melodic and playful with a sense of 
openness whilst having a very contemporary edge. 

Neon Quartet was reborn out of its previous incarnation Neon which was a trio led by Stan Sulzmann featuring 
Jim Hart on Vibes and Gwilym Simcock on piano. This group recorded for Basho Records in 2007 and was a very 
popular group playing in clubs and at festivals in the UK over the last couple of years. Gwilym’s success as a soloist 
and composer led to him give up his tenure with the group but as one door closes two have opened and so Sulz-
mann and Hart orchestrated the metamorphosis in to the current line up. Neon Quartet have built on the virtuosic 
interplay that was a fundamental part of the Neon sound and have taken it to a new, exciting dimension.

Neon Quartet 
Catch Me

EDN1024 >> 5065001530197 >> CD

1 Catch Me - Stan Sulzmann
2 Leaving Day - Stan Sulzmann
3 Cloak and Dagger - Jim Hart
4 Villiers - Kit Downes
5 Nepapanees - Stan Sulzmann
6 Passwords - Jim Hart
7 Last of the Leaves - Jim Hart
8 Bela Lugosi - Kit Downes
9 Skookum - Stan Sulzmann
10  Torino - Kit Downes

Stan Sulzmann – saxophones
Jim Hart – vibes
Kit Downes – piano
Tim Giles – drums

7th Nov - The Ship, Sevenoaks
10th Nov - Jazz at the Field, Haslingden
12th Nov - Komedia, Brighton
20th Nov - London Jazz Festival – Barbican Foyer
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Reunited ! Finally and long awaited: The Passengers are back and 
on board again are long time collaborators Elvis Costello and Deb-
orah Harry as well as founding member Marc Ribot. 

Reunited is the new recording by The Jazz Passengers, and the 
group’s first recording in a dozen years. The recording, positively 
blasting with energy, features the venerable NYC-based ensem-
ble in its original incarnation for what is not only an undeniably 
strong record, but arguably the acclaimed group’s best work ever. 

The recording is proof that despite the group’s association with 
illustrious guests on past recordings and tours, the Jazz Passen-
gers are a band, and Reunited is a testament to their extraordi-
nary chemistry. This magic can only exist when musicians enjoy 
a nearly indescribable intuition, coupled with the cohesiveness 
that comes with longevity. The group was founded in 1987 by Roy 
Nathanson and Curtis Fowlkes, whose own partnership began in 
John Lurie’s Lounge Lizards. They recorded eight albums over the 
years and earned a reputation for combining stunning jazz chops 
with a penchant for dry wit and humour, somewhat skewed and 
highly entertaining.

Jazz Passengers
Reunited

YEB77142 >> 767522771428 >> CD digipack

1. Wind Walked By (6:33)  
2. Seven (6:13)  
3. Button Up (4:10)  
4. Reunited (4:50)   
5. The National Anthem (6:59)  
6. Tell Me (4:45)  
7. Spanish Harlem (6:00)   
Bonustracks: 
8. Think Of me (3:54)  
9. One Way Or Another (5:23)

Curtis Fowlkes - trombone, vocals 
Roy Nathanson - alto and soprano sax, vocals 
Brad Jones - bass 
Sam Bardfeld - violin 
E.J. Rodriguez - drums 
Bill Ware - vibes, vocals 

With: 
Elvis Costello - vocals (tk 1)
Deborah Harry - vocals (tks 8, 9)
Susi Hyldgaard - vocals (tk 7)
Marc Ribot - guitar (tks 1-6) 

yellowbird
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2 LPs ON 1 CD!
The complete original album Three Giants! (Prestige LP7821), 
which itself was a reissue of Sonny Rollins Plus Four.
It presents some of the best recordings by the great quintet 
fronted by Clifford Brown, Max Roach and Sonny Rollins.
Their only other studio album, Clifford Brown and Max Roach 
at Basin Street (EmArcy MG36070), has been added here in 
its entirety as a bonus.
Includes a 16-page booklet

original Downbeat ***** review: THREE GIANTS!
“This is the Max Roach-Clifford Brown quintet before the bitter acci-
dent. Sonny wrote the captivatingly-realized jazz waltz and also the 
last track, which is, I think, the most image-evoking title of the year. 
Brownie was moving inexorably toward status as one of the very 
greatest of jazz hornmen, turning more and more of his irrepressible 
exuberance in the joy of playing. All this actuality and promise of the 
quintet is here, with Rollins playing the most sustainedly creative 
tenor I’ve heard on record by him before.” (Nat Hentoff)

Clifford Brown / Sonny Rollins 
/ Max Roach
Three Giants!

PWR27253 >> 8436028695546 >> CD

1. Valse Hot 8:37 
2. Kiss and Run 7:09 
3. I Feel a Song Coming On 5:15 
4. Count Your Blessings 2:33 
5. Pent-Up House 8:54
6. Gertrude’s Bounce 4:09 
7. Step Lightly (Junior’s Arrival) 3:33
8. Powell’s Prances 3:28 
9. I’ll Remember April 9:13 
10. Time 5:03
11. The Scene Is Clean 6:05 
12. Flossie Lou 3:55 
13. What Is This Thing Called Love? 7:33 
14. Love Is a Many Splendored Thing 4:17 
Total time: 79:49

CLIFFORD BROWN, trumpet
SONNY ROLLINS, tenor sax
RICHIE POWELL, piano
GEORGE MORROW, bass
MAX ROACH, drums

1-5: Hackensack, New Jersey, March 22, 1956.
6-8: New York, January 4, 1956.
9-14: New York, February 16, 1956.

1-5 originally issued as Sonny Rollins Plus Four 
(Prestige LP7038) & Three Giants! (Prestige 
LP7821).

6-14 originally issued as Clifford Brown and Max 
Roach at Basin Street (EmArcy MG36070).
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THE COMPLETE REMASTERED 
RECORDINGS ON BLACK SAINT 
AND SOUL NOTE
Five more boxed sets from CAM Jazz presenting the 
complete works of key artists from the catalogues of 
the famed Italian labels.

 - Competitively Priced
 - Attractively presented
 - Excellent sound

PAUL MOTIAN
6 CD Set
BXS1008
8024709114228

• The Story Of Maryam
• Jack Of Clubs
• Misterioso
• Notes
• One Time Out
• Flux And Change

CECIL TAYLOR
5 CD Set
BXS1007
8024709114129

• Winged Serpent
• Historic Concerts (2 CDs)
• Olu Iwa
• For Olim

LESTER BOWIE
3 CD Set
BXS1006
8024709113320

• The 5th Power
• Out Here Like This...
• Unforeseen Blessings

BILL DIXON
9 CD Set
BXS1009
8024709115621

• Bill Dixon In Italy Vol.1
• Bill Dixon In Italy Vol.2
• November 1981
• Thoughts
• Son Of Sisyphus
• Vade Mecum Vol.1
• Vade Mecum Vol.2
• Papyrus Vol.1
• Papyrus Vol.2

GEORGE RUSSELL
9 CD Set
BXS1005
8024709113221

• Electronic Sonata For Souls 
Loved By Nature - 1980
• Othello Ballet Suite - Electronic 
Organ Sonata No.1
• Vertical Form
• Listen To The Silence
• Trip To Prillaguri
• Electronic Sonata For Souls 
Loved By Nature - 1968
• New York Big Band
• The Essence of George Russell
• Live In An American Time 
Spiral
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HOUSTON PERSON
Moment To Moment
HighNote   HCD7217   632375721725
CD    
Houston Person (ts); John di Martino (p); Terell Stafford (t); Randy Johnston (g); Ray 
Drummond (b); Willie Jones III (d).
Houston Person is a gentleman of jazz, a versatile player with a seemingly effortless approach 
that’s elegantly sensuous and unabashedly romantic, but a decidedly muscular undercurrent 
keeps saccharine sweetness firmly at bay. Beautifully recorded by Rudy Van Gelder, Houston 
explores and elaborates on melodic themes with unhurried ease. First-rate music played with 
exquisite taste and an emphasis on the sheer beauty of timeless tunes.

MARY STALLINGS
Dream
HighNote   HCD7212   632375721220
CD     
Mary Stallings (v); Eric Reed (p, arrangements); Hamilton Price (b); Ralph Penland (d); 
Adriana Evans & Mary Stallings - vocal duet on “Never Knew”
For her HighNote debut, Mary Stallings, a former colleague of Cal Tjader, Dizzy Gillespie, Count 
Basie and others sails through a program of standards and obscurities with elegance and ease, 
her slightly blues-tinged phrasings beautifully supported by pianist and arranger Eric Reed. Her 
voice is, at once, contemporary and timeless, encompassing the entire history of jazz vocals.
“Perhaps the best jazz singer alive today is a woman almost everybody seems to have missed. Her 
name is Mary Stallings.” - New York Times 

ENRICO PIERANUNZI LATIN JAZZ QUINTET
Live at Birdland
CAM Jazz   CAMJ7829-2  8024709782922
CD     
Enrico Pieranunzi (p); Diego Urcola (t); Yosvany Terry (as, ss); John Patitucci (b); Antonio 
Sanchez (d).
The prolific Italian pianist debuts his new quintet on this Latin-themed live album recorded at the 
famous Birdland club in New York. “Pieranunzi featured his superb horn line extensively and 
played something of a backseat role. This was solid, melodic, accessible, expertly arranged original 
music in a straightforward head-solos format.” 
Jazz Times review

OREGON
In Stride
CAM Jazz   CAMJ7830-2  8024709783028
CD    
Ralph Towner (classical guitar, piano, keyboards, guitar synthesizer); Paul McCandless 
(bass clarinet, oboe, English horn, horns); Glen Moore (double bass); Mark Walker (drums, 
percussion) 
One of the longest-running and best-loved ensembles in contemporary jazz mark their 40th anni-
versary with a new album, their third for CamJazz. Fans of their elegant new age-tinged chamber 
jazz will know what to expect, and will be richly rewarded by this latest landmark in the band’s  
estimable career.
also available: CAMJ7773-2 Prime / CAMJ7803-2 1000 Kilometers
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KENNY WERNER
New York - Love Songs
Out Note   OTN003   3760195730034
CD    
On this new solo piano recording of his compositions, Kenny Werner signs a notebook inspired 
by his life in New York. From little pieces (Ground Zero, Hudson Lament) to a suite (Central Park 
Suite), Kenny Werner invites us in the post 9/11 NY, for solitary and serene daydreaming. Under 
his fingers, the solo becomes a work open to the world.

QUEST
Re-Dial - Live in Hamburg
Out Note   OTN002   3760195730027
CD    
Dave Liebman (saxes); Richie Beirach (p); Ron McClure (b); Billy Hart (d).
Leibman and Beirach formed the quartet Quest in 1981 and together they released half a dozen 
albums in ten years. Reforming in 2005 they released a live album ‘Redemption’ on Hatology, 
proving the creative fires were still burning bright. Now on the new Outnote label Quest release 
another live document; in this concert recorded live in Hamburg, the qualities that made the 
reputation of this quartet on the jazz planet emerge in full light: an alternation of lyrical flights 
and incandescent movements, a fusion of classical, contemporary and jazz music.

Jean-Louis RASSINFOSSE / Jean-Philippe COLLARD-
NEVEN / Fabrice ALLEMAN / Xavier DESANDRE-
NAVARRE
Braining Storm
Fuga Libre   FUG607   5400439006072
CD    
The telluric and melodious bass of Jean-Louis Rassinfosse, the soul and heart touching sound of 
Fabrice Alleman, the feline and delicate style of Jean-Philippe Collard-Neven and the solar and 
charismatic energy of Xavier Desandre-Navarre invite us on a journey amongst original composi-
tions in a ‘claire-obscure’ world, made of melodic tenderness, happy melancholy and jubilatory 
explosions. Between chamber jazz, classical music, tribal rhythms and harmonies swinging 
between Scriabine and Pat Metheny, the chaconnes curiously become jazz ballads.

WILLIAM PARKER ORGAN QUARTET
Uncle Joe’s Spirit House
Centering/AUM Fidelity CENTERING1004   642623100424
CD digipack   
William Parker (b); Darryl Foster (ts); Cooper-Moore (organ); Gerald Cleaver (d). 
A soul-jazz organ quartet album that harkens back to early-mid 60s sessions of similar form, 
though fully freshed-up by William Parker’s indelible compositions and the musical gifts of Darryl 
Foster, Cooper-Moore and Gerald Cleaver. 
The album is a special project produced by William Parker for his own Centering Records imprint 
and dedicated to his Aunt Carrie Lee & Uncle Joe (who is pictured on the album cover) in celebra-
tion of their 65th wedding anniversary! This album is pressed in a limited CD edition of 1000 
copies in deluxe 6-panel digipak with liner notes by WP and further family photos courtesy of 
Uncle Joe. 
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SILKE EBERHARD
Potsa Lotsa - The Complete Works of Eric Dolphy
Jazzwerkstatt  JW086   4250079758593
2xCD       
Silke Eberhard (as), Patrick Braun (ts), Nikolaus Neuser (t), Gerhard Gschlößl (tb).
The complete works of Eric Dolphy – newly arranged, freshly interpreted, expanded by means of 
improvisation, and brought up to date for performance by Silke Eberhard and a quartet espe-
cially formed for the purpose - Dolphy for today. His music has a mildly provocative character 
that presents a creative challenge. Through painstaking research Eberhard was able to track 
down every single one of Eric Dolphy’s compositions that he played himself – not only the classics 
that can be found on recordings, but also such rarities as “Strength with Unity” in a radio record-
ing by an ensemble of eight French horns. The slightly mysterious title of the piece “Potsa Lotsa,” 
which may have no deeper meaning than a play with rhyming words, is the perfect title for this 
album, which is simultaneously the rediscovery and the new discovery of Eric Dolphy.

MIKE PRIDE’S FROM BACTERIA TO BOYS
Betweenwhile
AUM Fidelity  AUM065   642623306529
CD     
The label debut of prolific New York drummer/composer/artist Mike Pride and his working quar-
tet, From Bacteria To Boys.  The group, which performs a distinctive amalgam of groove-based 
modern jazz, R&B, contemporary classical and chant works, features Darius Jones (alto saxo-
phone), Alexis Marcelo (piano) and Peter Bitenc (bass).  This release, the band’s first with its 
current personnel, is named after part of a line from integral influence R. Kelly’s 22-chapter epic, 
Trapped In The Closet.

RAKALAM BOB MOSES & GREG BURK
Ecstatic Weanderings
Jazzwerkstatt  JW111   4250079758609
CD       
Greg Burk (p); Rakalam Bob Moses (d).
This album develops its own gravitational point beyond the periphery of its protagonists. Burk 
is no longer Burk, and Moses is more than just Moses. They intertwine and become part of the 
other. This unusual process is demonstrated with particularly clarity in “Song Of The Free Will,” 
where they completely swap their roles. It’s more about human coordinates than musical ones 
- yet it certainly has nothing to do with the much trumpeted concept of free will. Burk and Moses 
dispense with rational analysis and place their bets on deciding things in their own free way. 
This is a sensationally low-key album, precisely because it is all too human.

VLADIMIR KARPAROV & ANDREAS BRUNN
East Side Story
ITM    ITM14129   4250079711291
CD         
Andreas Brunn (7-string acoustic guitar, perc); Vladimir Karparov (ss, ts, vocals).
This is where Occident and Orient meet, in the expressive, supple guitar playing of the German 
musician Andreas Brunn and the lyrical melodies, full of melancholy longing, of Bulgarian saxo-
phonist Vladimir Karparov. What emerges is a fabric of sound, rather like a flying carpet or a 
piece of ornately worked brocade. We hear only two instruments – but they bring to life a whole
world of sounds.
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TRIO ELF with special guest MILTON NASCIMENTO
Elfland
Enja    ENJ95622   063757956228
CD       
German pianist Walter Lang’s trio mixes acoustic piano jazz with electronica. On their third 
album the warm acoustic sound is again extended by the careful integration of effects and the 
interplay between the three musicians is enriched by surprising sounds. A special highlight are 
the vocal contributions on two tracks by the Brazilian legend Milton Nascimento, who took notice 
of the trio when he heard two of his compositions on their debut album ELF. The highly virtu-
osic drummer Gerwin Eisenhauer sounds like a drum computer turned human and Walter Lang 
stretches his lyrical, expressive melodies and his energetic chords over this pulsating base. Sven 
Faller’s bass connects these strata brilliantly, with melodic counterpoints and deep grooves.

JOSEPH TAWADROS
The Hour of Separation
Enja    ENJ95552   063757955528
CD digipack   
Joseph Tawadros is a virtuoso on the oud and a composer who regularly stretches the bounda-
ries of his most expressive instrument. His new album for Enja, The Hour of Separation, is a 
stunning mix of the melodies and rhythms of his native Egypt with the diversity of sounds and 
textures from three of the world’s great jazz players – John Abercrombie, John Patitucci and  
Jack DeJohnette. Tawadros’ twenty-one year old brother James adds masterful percussion for 
this most original and dynamic recording. Joseph has performed with many celebrated artists 
including classical violinist Ivry Gitlis, Indian tabla master Zakir Hussain, African kora virtuo-
so Mamadou Diabate and pop singer Neil Finn.

TRIO MINSARAH
Blurring The Lines
Enja    ENJ95452   063757954521
CD digipack      
Florian Weber (p); Jeff Denson (b); Ziv Ravitz (d).
Minsarah’s debut, self-titled, album (ENJ94922) was awarded the German Jazz Critics Prize. 
Intense cooperation in the US and Europe with one of the living jazz legends followed - Lee Konitz 
- which resulted in two recordings, Deep Lee (ENJ95172) and the recent and highly acclaimed 
Live at the Village Vanguard (ENJ95422). Here we have again a group that easily and comfort-
ably juggles notes, sounds, styles, atmospheres and experiences. An amalgam of jazz, pop and 
classical - blurring the lines by transcending ideas between worlds which are thought to be so 
different.

PASCAL SCHUMACHER QUARTET  
Here We Gong
Enja    ENJ95372   063757953722
CD     
A re-release of the Belgian vibraphonist’s Enja debut, to coincide with the debut UK perform-
ance by the quartet at the Pizza Express in Soho (as part of the London Jazz Festival) on 
12th November. Schumacher is best known to UK audiences for his duo with Jef Neve, but his 
quartet offers another insight into the remarkable skills of this young player.
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RAN BLAKE
That Certain Feeling
Hatology   HATO699   752156069928
CD digipack    
Blake’s art is wholly a product of his acute attention (to the stories, images, and utterances 
of his imagination) and integrity (in the formal process of making music, spontaneously). 
Even with songs as familiar as Gershwin’s, so ingrained in our hearts and our history, we 
can be surprised by the possibilities of expression which Blake (and Ricky Ford, and Steve  
Lacy) offers us, precisely because of his rejection of the familiar, the literal, the expected, the 
commonly intended. So stark, evocative, and eloquent is his music that it does sometimes 
seem that what he is doing is giving shape to smoke in the air.

ICP ORCHESTRA
Jubilee Varia
Hatology   HATO667   752156066729
CD digipack    
A re-issue of the 1997 classic by the Dutch band made up of many of the leading free jazz 
performers from Holland, with American contributors, named after the ICP label. 
The more you hear ICP’s improvised “instant compositions” and their instant demolitions of 
Misha Mengelberg’s highly whistleable tunes, the less clear it becomes what’s order and what’s 
chaos to begin with. They rewrite the book on accepted musical practices, just as they rewrite 
their own book, every precious evening they’re on the bandstand.  (from the sleeve notes)

Yorgui LOEFFLER / Steeve LAFFONT / Raphael FAYS
Django et Rien D’Autre! Live at Les Nuits Manouches
Le Chant du Monde 2741886/87  794881976324
2xCD digipack  
Three of Gypsy jazz’s finest guitarists pay homage to the master, live at the Alhambra in Paris 
in January 2010, on the occasion of the centenary of Django Reinhardt. This double album 
is both an exhibition of Manouche musical mastery and an ebullient celebration of the com-
positional brilliance of Django. Includes a catalogue of the label’s extensive Gypsy jazz out-
put, by these three musicians and many others.

MEDERIC COLLIGNON
Shangri-Tunkashi-La
Plus Loin   PL4522   794881952625
CD digipack   
An ambitious project by the French trumpeter/Hammond organist/singer with his band Jus 
de Bocse (with Les 4 Cors as horn section, and the White Spirit Sisters on vocals), bringing 
new perspective to Miles Davis’ electric period.
“Gritty, virtuosic playing from a hard-edged group that knows how to kick it hard yet play it 
soft and subtle when required make Shangri-Tunkashi-La a fusion fest that’s impossible to 
ignore. Add to that Collignon’s forward-thinking yet sonically retro arrangements and liberal 
doses of impish sardonicism, and the result is a homage to electric-era Miles Davis that easily 
stands amongst the best of them.”
John Kelman, allaboutjazz
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 File under: Blues

I first came to the blues through the Yardbirds and Rolling Stones, typical for a middle-class white kid in the sub-
urbs in the mid-1960’s. A recurring name in the songwriting credits was Willie Dixon. As my blues listening deep-
ened into the real stuff, I soon realized that Willie Dixon was the man who distilled in words and music so much 
of the essence of the black American experience: it’s myths, histories, rituals, joys, sorrow, pain, and hopes. These 
songs and their embedded memes spread throughout American music. In so many ways, Willie Dixon provided the 
link between blues and rock. Playing in bands from the 60’s onward, it was always natural to include a Willie Dixon 
tune whether for its lyrics, both sly and wise, or its infectious grooves and harmonies. These songs have stayed with 
us and one hopes, will always be with us. 
Produced by Elliott Sharp and recorded live at Tonic NYC July 2005, Electric Willie is a sonic tribute to the mas-
ter and also a tribute to the Electric Mud and Electric Wolf records dissed by critics yet strangely loved by many 
musicians who dug the psychedelic excess and especially the wicked licks of guitar master Pete Cosey. Obvious 
choices to join us were the slamming rhythm section of bassist Melvin Gibbs and drummer Lance Carter (another 
friend late, lamented and sorely missed!) and singers Eric Mingus and Queen Esther. 
While always enjoying jamming the classics, we also hoped to bring to the table some of Willie Dixon’s lesser 
known works including his collaborations with Ry Cooder and the Grateful Dead’s Bob Weir. Throughout his life, 
Dixon was man of great conscience and pacifism who often commented on social and political issues. Mingus and 
Queen Esther give impassioned readings throughout and as guitarists we tried to go over the top while relying on 
Melvin and Lance to keep us connected to terra firma, whether rock solid or in temblor mode. 

Elliott Sharp

Elliott Sharp
Electric Willie 

YEB77152 >> 767522771527 >> CD digipack

1. Which Came First  
2. Backdoor Man  
3. Eternity  
4. Wang Dang Doodle  
5. Pie in the Sky  
6. The Same Thing   
7. Dead Presidents > Mighty Earthquake & Hurricane  
8. Grave Digger  
9. Spoonful  
10. It Don’t Make Sense (You Can’t Make Peace)

Eric Mingus - vocals 
Queen Esther - vocals 
Melvin Gibbs - bass 
Lance Carter - drums 
Henry Kaiser - guitar 
Glenn Phillips - guitar 
Elliott Sharp - guitar, console steel guitar 

yellowbird
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 File under: Soundtracks

“My Son, My Son, What Have Ye Done” is the new film by Werner 
Herzog, produced by David Lynch, recently released in UK cine-
mas. Based on a true story of a man who murdered his mother, Her-
zog uses flashbacks to describe the bizarre relationship of a son and 
his mother. The film is starring Michael Shannon as Brad McCul-
lum, Willem Dafoe as detective Hank Havenhurst, Chloë Sevigny 
as Brad’s girlfriend Ingrid and Udo Kier as the theatre director Lee 
Meyers. Herzog sees the movie as “a horror film without the blood, 
chain saws and gore, but with a strange, anonymous fear creeping 
up in you”. Ernst Reijseger not only records the soundtrack with his 
ensemble, but also appears in the film as an actor. 
The music score of “My Son, My Son, What Have Ye Done” was 
written for five celli, voice, piano, accordion, percussion and spe-
cial sounding instruments. All titles of the compositions have a 
close relationship to the story of the film, but Reijseger created the 
soundtrack independently from the movie. After the music was re-
corded Werner Herzog brought the two elements film and music 
together. Producer Stefan Winter did not use any special effects, 
digital manipulation or sound processing. The great Mexican singer 
Chavela Vargas sings two tracks on the album.

also available:
910127-2 Requiem for a Dying Planet 
(Music for two Herzog films - The Wild Blue Yonder & The White 
Diamond)

Ernst Reijseger
My Son, My Son, What Have Ye Done 

910169-2 >> 025091016921 >> CD digipack

1. Valente Quintero [Antonio Cantoral García]
performed by Chavela Vargas 
2. The Face of God / Raging Waters 
3. Flamingos / Death On Crystal Street
4. Intrusions
5. I Am Born To Preach The Gospel [Trad.]
performed by Reverend George Washington Philipps
6. Still Life / Leaving Your Earthly Possessions
7. Swordsmith Destiny
8. State Of Siege
9. Book Of Job
10. Tunnel Of Time
11. Mechanical Pianist
12. Heaven On Earth
13. Eyes Of The World
14. Gabino Barrera [Víctor Cordero]
performed by Chavela Vargas 
15. Rainy Season
total time: 72:45

All compositions by Ernst Reijseger, except 1, 5, 14

WINTER & WINTER


